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What do you understand by:
Behavioural Safety?



3 ‘Ages of Safety’ (Hale & Hovden 1998)

• 1st Physical & Technical Causes of Accidents

• 2nd Human Error (Heinrich 1931) – emphasis on frontline behaviour

• 3rd Upstream Factors – management and cultural factors



Swiss Cheese Model

• Reason, 1990

• Trajectory of accident 
opportunity

• Unsafe Acts

• Latent Conditions

• Leadership Examples



Piper Alpha

1988



Cullen Report 1990

• 106 recommendations

• Some regulatory and procedural

• Some engineering

• Some cultural and “behavioural”

• An implicit criticism of the prevalent leadership style 
and attitudes to safety across the industry





But………..

• Prior to Piper Alpha did they believe they were doing 
a good job?

• Did they record safety statistics?

• Did they have systems and procedures in place?



People Positive involvement in Safety
• 1997 Step Change in Safety

• 1998 -2008 ‘The Safety Rope’ accredited 
by OPITO

• 2005 - 2012 Network Rail M.A.D. Coaches 
Course



The Safety Rope
• Experiential Learning Approach

• Accelerated Learning Techniques

• Psychological Models as tools for reflection

• Gestalt approach – challenging inconsistencies – shift of viewpoint

• Inside out – belief based – Person Centred

• Congruence – Unconditional Positive Regard - Empathetic



Network Rail M.A.D. Safety Coaches
• 4 day personal development programme for Coaches

• Attendees were volunteers from all levels

• Self-relection – Interaction - Presentation – Role modelling

• Use of drama as a powerful tool to pull the strands together

• Rolled out to contractors, project managers, discrete projects

• Taken in-house. New department set up.



Hearts and Minds



HSE Performance over time
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• Engineering improvements
• Hardware improvements
• Safety emphasis
• E&H Compliance

• Integrated HSE-MS
• Reporting
• Assurance
• Competence
• Risk Management

• Behaviour
• Visible leadership / 

personal accountability
• Shared purpose & belief
• Aligned performance 

commitment & external 
view

• HSE delivers business value



PATHOLOGICAL
who cares as long as we’re not 

caught

REACTIVE
Safety is important, we do a lot every 

time we have an accident

CALCULATIVE
we have systems in place to 

manage all hazards

PROACTIVE
we work on the problems that we 

still find

GENERATIVE
HSE is how we do business 

round  here

Increasing 
Trust/Accountability

Culture Ladder

Increasingly
informed



How does it feel?



Making a Difference Essentials



Where are you as an organisation?



Matterhorn
“Still, the last sad memory hovers round, 
and sometimes drifts across like floating 
mist, cutting off sunshine and chilling the 
remembrance of happier times. There have 
been joys too great to be described in 
words, and there have been griefs upon 
which I have not dared to dwell; and with 
these in mind I say: Climb if you will, but 
remember that courage and strength are 
nought without prudence, and that a 
momentary negligence may destroy the 
happiness of a lifetime. Do nothing in 
haste; look well to each step; and from the 
beginning think what may be the end.” 

Edward Whymper “Scrambles Amongst the 
Alps” 


